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Persecuted Christians

Bed bugs bite

Western Christians too often
forget persecuted brothers. A4

Beware the real childhood
B6
monster: bed bugs.

^

Sen. George Allen stops in Lynchburg
By Jeremy Wicks
NEWS REPORTER

On a whirlwind airborne tour
of Virginia, Sen. George Allen
briefly stopped in Lynchburg last
Thursday, April 13, to formally
announce his candidacy for reelection to the United States
Senate.
Accompanied by his wife,
Susan, Senator Allen spoke outlining his vision for Virginia. His
mission had three parts: to secure
America's freedom, to make
Virginia a land of opportunity and

to
preserve for soldiers.
If re-elected, Allen promised to
Virginia's valcontinue
fighting to extend the
ues.
tax
cuts
which
have been set in
Touching on
place
during
the
Bush adminisnational security and the war tration. He also proposed a taxon terror, Allen payer's . bill of rights and
said, "Our strat- expressed support for the
egy needs to be Federal Marriage Amendment
ALLEN clear: We win, and its Virginia equivalent.
Allen mentioned his opposition
they lose, and
there is no substitute for victo- to activist judges who, he said,
ry." Allen also said that he sup- "legislate from the bench."
A host of people, including sevports tuition assistance, better
pay, increased death benefits for eral Liberty students, were waitfamilies and health care benefits ing to listen to Allen speak at

Lynchburg Regional Airport.
Liberty graduate State Sen. Steve
Newman introduced Allen and
others who accompanied him.
Allen's party included several
Republican officials: U.S. Rep.
Virgil Goode (R-5th District),
U.S. Rep. Bob Goodlatte (R-6th
District), Newman (R-Forest),
Del. Kathy Byron (R-Campbell)
and Bedford County Sheriff Mike
Brown.
When Allen was asked if his eye
was on the White House in 2008,
he said, "It's very nice and kind
that the people I love and respect

talk about me running for president, but I tell them to keep their
eye on the task at hand."
The former governor and firstterm senator was on a three-day
tour of Virginia in which he
touched down in 11 different
cities
including
Danville,
Winchester and Fredericksburg.
The tour ended in Richmond.
Contact
Jeremy
jwicks@liberty.edu.

Wicks

at

Fun in the sun: Summer activities

Camp out at
Liberty
University

Getting ready
for summer
school

By Jeremy Wicks

By Kari Mitchell

NEWS REPORTER

NEWS REPORTER

In just a couple weeks,
the semester will be over
and students will go home
to big summer plans. For
most, those plans will not
involve Liberty, classes,
textbooks, lectures or anything else that resembles
school. For others, these
things cannot be avoided.
Whether a student is
behind on his or her degree,
or wants to work ahead or is
even interested in taking a
couple courses for fun,
Liberty University has three
summer school sessions in
which a variety of classes
are offered to students.
The first session runs
from May 15 - June 9. The
second session runs from
June 12 - July 7. The third
session runs from July 10 July 28.
During these times, one
or two week courses are
offered (intensives), as well
as three or four week courses.
Please see SCHOOL, page A3

This summer Liberty
University will be hosting
a summer school for current students and a variety of camps for high
school students.
"We have so many
diverse camps," said
Kenny Rowlette, the
director of summer operations since 2003. The
summer camp activities
will include basketball,
soccer, baseball, debate,
drama and many others.
All camps are designed
primarily to promote
Liberty University and to
recruit new students.
"They look at the campus, they experience the
campus, and of course
there (are) some residual
effects," said Rowlette.
The university will act
mostly as a housing unit,
providing beds, meals
and facilities in which the
camps can run their programs.
FOUNTAIN FUN — Freshman Chris Conboy frolics in the courtyard fountain.

Midnight 5k run a "success"

JESSICA WEBER

Please see CAMP, page A3

Tom Vail speaks
By Angela Franulovich

runner with the craziest
NEWS REPORTER
CONTRIBUTING REPORTER
costume.
First place runner Jason
Visiting creationist speaker
The Midnight 5k run was Brown came across the fin- and river rafting guide Tom
a big hit on Saturday when ish line with a time of 18:45 Vail spoke to a lecture-sized
an estimated one hundred and was followed shortly by crowd at Liberty University
and forty liberty students second place winner Ryan on April 18. Vail said his talk
came out for the big race, Peake with a time of 19:07. concerning the Grand Canyon
blowing away last year's Brown was sitting in his 1 evidences which support a
previous record of 30 run- dorm room at 11:30 p.m. biblical view of creation,
ners.
when his roommate came in comes at a critical time.
The event was sponsored the door and asked him if
"If you saw an article (on
by Higher One and organ- he was going to run.
origins in the media), it used
ized by the
Student
"I just came out here for to be (only about) eveiy two
Government Association. fun," Brown replied shortly months. I think we see more
The event was free to com- after crossing the finish now than we ever did before...
pete, and the first 60 run- line. Lauren Reed came in And it is a drive to hold on to
ners to sign up received a first place for the women (evolution)...the media (are)
free tee shirt.
with an impressive time of fighting to maintain their
The first place male and 21:00, and was followed by worldview," said Vail.
female
winners
each Stephanie Place with a time
Vail's message is contested
received a $30 gift card to of 23:38.
by the evolution-science comRiverside Runners. There
munity, which petitioned the
was also a $30 gift card to
Please see RUN, page A3
park seivice back in 2003 to
Wal-Mart given away to the
By Benjamin Lesley

HlN.IAMI'. I 1

STUCK ON YOU — This dynamic duo won the award for "craziest costume.'

have Vail's book, "Grand
Canyon: A different view,"
removed from the national
park's book stores.
According to a letter written to the park service by the
petitioning scientists, "The
book aggressively attacks
modern (evolution and uniformitarian) science and
broadly accepted interpretations of the geologic history of
the Grand Canyon."
Scientists, including most
of the petitioning scientists,
accept the concept of competing
interpretations,
or
hypotheses, when dealing
with historical sciences; this
acceptance, however, often
does not extended to origin
science issues.

Please see VAIL, page A3
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Live from New York...

4

By Alida Wotring

starring aaion bennett

EDITOR IN CHIEF

I'm vacuuming the rug in my dorm room been a big fan. By the way, I've got some
for the second time this year - not calendar parking tickets I'd like to discuss with you.
year mind you - school year. The drudgery But, I digress. President Cooley's recent elecof this exercise is bringing me to near tion gave me pause to consider, "Exactly
exhaustion and it's making me yearn for what does Liberty look for in a student body
marriage more than ever... heh heh, just kid- president?" The first rule is obvious. In fact,
the door of the president's office must look
ding.
Why, you may ask, am I taking time from very similar to my so-called best friend's 3rd
my iTunes-downloading schedule to fight grade tree house: "NO GEEKS ALLOWED."
with this sputtering, archaic, motorized dust Dang that Justin Simpson! I like tree houstrap? Two words, baby. Open dorms. And es, too.
besides, I can't spend all my time waiting for
Also, we like our presidents to be just a litBosc's new CD to come out.
tle rebellious. Is your hair just a bit too long?
Open dorms in the " ^ ^ ~ ^ — " — " ~ — — • * — — that's okay! Spike it
up, or tie on a banspring feels a little like a
We don't have to buy it, dana. You've definitely
Metallica fan at a John
got my vote. The real
Tesh concert - slightly
but everyone loves to
clincher to getting
out of place. For example, it is all cute and fun dream. Promise us chocolate elected is the posters.
to show off my room chips in the dining hall and No slogans or tag lines
necessary. Just the
when my 14- by 10-foot
softer toilet paper.
candidate's face, blown
slice of heaven is ablaze
up to gigantic proporwith as many Christmas
lights as I could afford (think Chevy Chase in tions.
"Christmas Vacation"). However, forcing me
Find someone really gifted in Art Deco,
to open my door to feminine scrutiny in the and you're a shoe-in. Both Nate Cooley and
home stretch of the semester is just plain Chris Gaumer's campaign managers have
cruel. But here's the upswing - the girls have turned Andy Warhol into the political equivjust raided Wal-Mart's cookie aisle. I'm alent of Karl Rove.
making it my personal mission that their
The final thing to remember - we like you
effort hasn't gone to waste. A friend of mine to take the job seriously, but not too serioustold me we have our current SGA president ly. When you're making campaign promises,
Chris Gaumer to thank for this new "perk." shoot for the moon. We don't have to buy it,
Well, since hair code has yet to change, it's but everyone loves to dream. Promise us
good to know our president has been up to chocolate chips in the dining hall and softer
something.
toilet paper. When you shoot for the moon,
I would never mean to criticize our current you just might hit the stars. And who
SGA president. I know him too well. In fact, knows? We might even end up with Spring
our entire hall knows "Chivo," as he is fondly Open Dorms. However, I would prefer a new
referred to, pretty well. You see, our dorm is vacuum cleaner.
located directly above the SGA offices. This
I'll be back next week with more Star Wars
year during our first hall meeting, we speculations. And if you're lucky, chocolate
received a guest visit from the president. As chips in the dining hall.
those who know him well, his dress was quite
unconventional.
Contact Aaron Bennett at jabennett@libAlas, Chivo's time is passing as a brand erty.edu.
new president has now been elected.
Congratulations Mr. Cooley. I've always
L to R — Robert
Sanderson, Emily
Franks,
Ben
Dargen,
Josh
Carter, Meagan
Newell,
Alex
O'Kagu, Dylan
Laskowski, Sam
Bernhardt and
Ryan K. Massey
were
among
those on hand to
raise money for
missions
to
Bolivia. Among
the
activities
was a performance of Massey's
play,
"Past
Notes."
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Policies
The Champion encourages community members to submit letters to the
editor on any subject. Letters should
not exceed 400 words and must be
typed and signed. The deadline is 6
p.m. Monday.
Letters and columns that appear are
the opinion of the author solely, not
the Champion editorial board or
Liberty University.
All material submitted becomes
property of the Champion. The
Champion reserves the right to accept,
reject or edit any letter received —
according to the Champion stylebook,
taste and the Liberty University mission statement.
Send letters to: Liberty Champion,
Liberty University, Box 2000,
Lynchburg, VA 24506 or drop off in
DeMoss Hall 1035.
The Champion is available online at:
www.liberty.edu/info/champion.

More than 500 students
attended the 2006 J u n i o r /
Senior b a n q u e t Saturday
night at Hotel Roanoke.
The banquet featured a
New York City theme with
a "Liberty Tonight Show."
Dr. Ergun Caner and
Campus Pastor J o h n n i e
Moore hosted the mock
late-night show.
Senior Karen Young said

her favorite part of the
evening was when Caner
presented a top-10 list:
Rejected book titles of
Liberty.
"The Book About All My
Books," by Elmer Towns
and
"The
Pocket-size
Liberty Way" were a few
such titles.
Chancellor Jerry Falwell
was scheduled as a celebrity guest, though he was not
able to stay the entire
evening. He did come

beforehand to take pictures.
Derek Webb, formerly of
Caedmon's Call, performed
a concert at the end of the
evening.
"It was really neat to hear
him sing and to hear him
by himself," j u n i o r Amy
Field said.
A committee of five juniors and seniors started
planning the b a n q u e t in
September.
"The people I spoke with
enjoyed it," senior Joel
Rogers said. Rogers was
one of the planners for the
evening. "(The s t u d e n t s )
enjoyed how different it
was from other banquets.
They enjoyed having fun
and laughing. It was kind
of a light-hearted evening."
During a brain-storming
session, the c o m m i t t e e
came up with the idea of a
late-night TV show spoof, a
first for Liberty's banquet.

at

Contact Alicia
Wotring
aawotring@liberty.edu.

KARI MITCHELL

ALL DRESSED UP — Bryan Yeago, Dr. Jerry Falwell and Kari Mitchell pose at
the Junior/ Senior Banquet.

Get Avid software training
By Angela Franulovich
NEWS REPORTER

Anyone considering work in the feature
film, television or network news production industries - or those with a calling to
produce movies or television programs for
evangelism or missions - may want to
stick around campus for a few weeks after
the spring semester ends.
Liberty will host a certified Avid software training course from May 20 to May
24. Avid digital editing systems are used
in the final production stages of about 85
percent of all U.S. feature films. And with
Avid Technologies' purchase of Sundance
Digital during April, industry insiders and
stock t r a d e r s across the country have
speculated that Avid systems may soon
capture the business of the entire U.S.
network television industry.
"It is the premier editing software for
motion picture and television, (and is
now) the industry s t a n d a r d , " said
Assistant Professor Lee Kendall, who
worked in the film and television industry
before coming to Liberty to teach video
production.
The five-day course will cover digital
editing and special effects, and according
to the instructing organization, a certificate will be issued for Avid 119 and 129.
Kendall said that knowledge of how to

navigate in a Windows platform is a must,
but that students need not have had exposure to Avid software in the past to complete the class successfully.
"It's a very intense course, running for
eight hours each day. The course will
teach basic and advanced skills... (but) we
will (start with) the basics," said Kendall.
Kendall said he was excited by the
opportunity for Liberty students to get indepth training in the software. Most Avid
training courses are held at production
studios or graduate schools with film programs, and enrollment in the courses is
expensive. Liberty students, faculty and
staff, however, will be eligible for a savings of more than 80 percent off of the
regular price, with a final cost of only
$250 for the entire May course.
The class will be taught by John Lynn, a
certified Avid Technologies instructor and
industry consultant. According to Kendall,
10 spots are still available, but the class is
also open to community members at a
higher tuition rate. Anyone interested in
attending should contact Kendall as soon
as possible at lkendall@liberty.edu to
secure a spot.
Contact Angela Franulovich
ulovich@liberty.edu.

at

afran-

Oops, my bad
• Due to an editor's error, in the April 11 issue under the article "Science author, Canyon
Ministries founder to speak at LU," a caption accompanying a picture read, "Combining
sports and ministry is Vail's goal." Tom Vail, the speaker, is not involved in sports ministry.
He leads rafting tours through the Grand Canyon and lectures on creationism.
• Due to a reporter's error, in the April 4 issue the article "Kent Walter: Inquisitive, compassionate, intelligent, quaint and stylish" identified Kent Walter as an English professor.
Walter is actually a lecturer in the English Department.

Uncle Bob's Stor
has the solution!

'o

With three easy locations, storing your
extra stuff lias never been easier, or
cheaper. Bring litis coupon with your
student ID and receive an additional 10%
i>t your next rental.
8117 Timbertake
237-0647

10% off Uncle Bob's
Storage

2637 Lakeside
385-1087

(with Student ID)

2219b Timber lake
237-0960
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School: How to get
ahead in your studies
Continued from page 1

Some courses are even offered in an online
format.
This year, there is a lower undergraduate
tuition rate. For most courses, the cost is
$250 per credit hour.
However, cost may also depend upon several factors, including the type of course
selected.
For those who will be taking courses this
summer, there are different housing
arrangements and meal plans to choose
from. Campus East will be open, offering
rooms at $i5/day or $75/week for double
occupancy. A single occupant will be charged
$30/day or $iso/week. Two meal plans are
offered to fit a student's needs. A 15-meal
weekly plan is offered for $65 and a 5-meal
weekly plan is offered for $25.

The LaHaye Student Center will be open
and the cost will be $io/week or $25/month
The center will be free for students continuing from the spring semester. Students will
also get a special rate at The LaHaye Ice
Center. Admission will be $4 and rental is
$2.

Online registration is now open. For a listing of all the courses being offered this summer, log on to ASIST and change the term to
Summer I or II, then choose the Course
Search option. Because the payment deadline was April 1, students must now pay in
full before registering in person at the registrar's office. If you have questions, undergraduates should call (800) 543-5317 and
graduates should call (800) 424-9596.
Contact Kari Mitchell at kdmitchell2@lib
erty.edu

Camp: Action packed
Continued from page 1

The exception to this is the sports
camps which are run by university athletes, Early Genesis Orientation and the
Young Champions Camp.
The size of the camps that use the university's grounds range from 60 to 2,500
campers, who will be housed everywhere
but Campus East.
The Young Champions Camp is
designed to let 10th, 11th and 12th graders
get their feet wet and experience college
life on Liberty University's campus.
Students have the opportunity to choose
from several different majors and electives imitating actual college life. This
camp will only be running during the
week of July 17-21. Liberty University students can get involved in this camp by

BENJAMIN LESLEY

RUNNERS, UNITE — More than 100 people ran the midnight marathon.

Continued from page 1

contacting
Kenny
Rowlette
at
kgrowlet@liberty.edu.
Early Genesis Orientation is a program
that allows freshmen and transfer students to take some of the pressure off
their first week of school by finishing
financial aid and class registration early.
"Liberty used to be quiet during the
summer, but now it is an exciting place
full of action," said Rowlette.
As for summer school, the deadline for
registration is not over yet, so if students
are still interested in taking some classes
over this summer they can sign up by contacting the Liberty registrar's office.
Students registering now must pay up
front.
Contact Jeremy Wicks at j wicks @liberty.edu.

CampusSERVE - CitiVision

Run: Competition, crazy costumes
Anthony Petriccione and David Kephart
were voted "craziest dressed" when they
showed up at the race dressed as Siamese
twins. The young men fit both of their bodies
into an extra-large pair of pants, wore dark,
wiry "geek" glasses, and a Big 'n' Tall Harlem
Globetrotters jacket to complete the look.
When asked why, Petriccione said, "We did
this to represent brothers in Christ, bonded
together, persevering to the end." The two fin-

ished the race together in last place for a time
of 45:47.
Overall, this year's 5k run was a huge success. When asked what she liked most about
running, Savannah Moore commented,
"Because I love people, and I love to run."
From the most competitive to the craziest
dressed, most seemed to enjoy the early morning race.
Contact Benjamin Lesley at balesley@liberty.edu.

Vail: The issue goes deeper
Continued from page 1

According to the letter,
Vail's interpretation should be
discredited because it espouses "a narrow religious view."
Vail said that many scientists have a "preconceived idea
of millions of years," and that
this leads to a tendency to
"make the data fit" their preconceptions. "Scientists who
question (those preconceptions) lose peer respect and
can lose their job," said Vail.
Vail said the issue goes
deeper than the discrimination that opposing scientists
face, however.
" (Evolution) undermines
the authority of the church
and the Word of God, (and) in
that sense, it is a crisis (situation in this country)," said
Vail.
Some modern churches disagree with Vail, however, and
declared their support for the
teaching of evolution by par-

ticipating in events designed
to celebrate the birth of
Charles Darwin. Science and
Theology News reported in
April that the "Evolution
Sunday" drive, spear-headed
by
atheist
Michael
Zimmerman earlier this year,
was so successful that
Zimmerman is already planning for similar church events
in the future.
According to Science and
Theology News, "participating
clergy hope for political
impact...to stop the (defecting) of mainstream Protestant
and Roman Catholics to (the)
fundamentalist
Christian
ranks. Loss of members
means loss of leverage in
debates on education and
social policy - such as
whether
schools
teach
(Intelligent Design Theory)."
Vail, however, said the
church, as a whole, "has compromised the Word of God."
"What I find when I go out

and talk to people, including
pastors," said Vail, "is that
people haven't really thought
through the issues...(and)
we're not teaching the kids, so
when they go out into the
world, they haven't thought
through the issues (either)."
"If Genesis isn't the truth,
where does (Scriptural) truth
start?" said Vail. "We send
kids to Sunday school and
teach them Bible stories and
then we send them off to
(public) school to learn about
science but we do not teach
our kids to have a solid worldview - we don't teach them
the Bible as a source of truth.
(As a church, we need to
understand that) if we lose
one generation, we (will) lose
the whole thing."
Contact
Angela
Franulovich
at
afranulovich@liberty.edu.

Nationally recognized communications/contact management company
serving the world's largest ministries,
charitable, and humanitarian organizations is seeking experienced, professional staff. You must have g o o d telereach • touch • grow
phone voice, excellent schedule
adherence, passion to serve customers. We offer reasonable pay and an
opportunity to make a real difference in the world! The following positions are
available:
C o m m u n i c a t o r s . Answer inbound calls; process requests for resources; take
donations; some prayer calls. Sunday required: 7am-12noon, 6:45-9pm; plus
weekdays from 7am-5pm or weeknights from 11 pm-7am. FT, PT, and week-end
only schedules available. Starting pay: $8.50-9.00/hr. Opportunity for performance & retention bonuses up to $500/month.
T e l e m a r k e t e r s . Make calls to individuals and businesses. Prior telephone sales
experience helpful. Two shifts needed: M-F 9am-5pm; and M-F 4pm-12midnight.
Starting pay: $9/hr. Opportunity for performance & retention bonuses up to
$500/month.
H o m e Workers. Take and/or place calls from home. You provide PC (W2K or
XP), analog phone line (no VoIP service), and hi-speed internet (cable, DSL, or
Satellite). We provide training. Greater flexibility in hours than our call center
jobs. Pay: $0.20/minute.

INSERVICE

MATTHEW HEGARTY

ULSTER PARK, N.Y. — Brett Clubb, Cassy Stephenson, Angelica Alecio and others work on a ditch for
electrical lines. The students were part of a service project with CitiVision Camps.

Fax resume and cover letter to 434-316-7407, Attn: HR. Or complete applications
at 129 Vista Centre Drive, Forest, VA 24551

^Why drag all your stuff home this

A
SUMMER?
\V

HELP
WANTED

Why not pack it up and pack it in
a storage unit from Ideal Storage.

SUBMIT WRITING SAMPLE
TO ROBERT SISK RIGHT N O W
AT RJSISK@LIBERTY.EDU

••H

Ml

• Keep the container in our
secure site
• Our 16', 20', or 24' containers
are clean & waterproof
College is hard enough. So
take it easy this summer and
keep your stuff with us.
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OPINION

"Pray for our ongoing efforts to negotiate the release of Dr. Thomas.
Tlie longer this harassment goes on, the more the welfare of the
children and patients will suffer."
MICHAEL GLENN
HOPEGIVERS INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Persecuted Alumnus
Remembering those who suffer for their faith
Liberty University alumnus
and India native Samuel
Thomas was arrested on
March 16, 2006. According to
Compass Direct, a Christian
organization for the persecuted, Thomas has been
charged with committing antiHindu activities and has since
remained in custody. Radical
hilarydyer
Hindus, because of the
Thomas' work among the
Indian people, have targeted Thomas, along with his father,
Archbishop M.A. Thomas. The two men and their organization, Emmanuel Mission International, which is affiliated
with the U.S. based Hopegivers International, have spent
their lives caring for the orphans and lepers of India, particularly among the Dalits, a people who comprise the lowest
level of the Hindu caste system. The persecution of the
Thomas' ought to have awakened the student body at Liberty
University and called us to our knees in prayer and on our
feet in action.
Inside the safe haven of most Western nations, we have
yet to experience persecution at the intense level many of our
brothers and sisters across the globe face daily. If we are the
body of Christ, then we ought to be gravely disturbed by the
present conditions of fellow believers. According to Scripture,
"there should be no division in the body, but that its parts
should have equal concern for each other. If one part suffers,
every part suffers with it; if one part is honored, every part
rejoices with it," writes Paul in I Cor. 12:25,26.
Why have many American Christians turned a blind eye

on the persecuted church? The reasons behind the apathy
vary. There is a lack of available information. Only a few
Christian organizations are accurately reporting the persecution of the church and secular media also remain silent.
There is also the widespread popularity of the "Christian
prosperity" ideology among Western churches. There seems
to be a desire to end our own suffering by regarding spiritual
maturity as an attainment that brings ease and happiness.
However, the Bible implores us to embrace our sufferings as
opportunities for spiritual growth and to think beyond ourselves, being deeply concerned for our fellow believers who
are suffering for their faith in Jesus Christ. Hebrews 13:3
says, "Remember those in prison as if you were their fellow
prisoners, and those who are mistreated as if you yourselves
were suffering."
{
According to World Evangelical Alliance, there is an estimated 200 million followers of Christ who are being persecuted in over 60 nations. Christians in North Korea, Vietnam,
China, India, Sudan, Nigeria, Pakistan and other Islamic
nations undergo the severest persecution. Open Doors, an
organization which focuses on ministering to countries which
are closed to Christianity, reported that the North Korean
government's persecution of Christians was the worst in the
world for four years running. "New prisoners in the North
Korean political prison camps are taught not to consider
themselves as human beings. Even children are subject to
forced labor," said Kwang Choi Hwan to Open Doors. Hwan
was taken prisoner at the age of 10 due to his grandfather's
Christian beliefs. It is often the practice of North Korea to
punish three generations for the crime of one individual. The
persecutors have no compassion. In China, women, elderly
and youth alike are being forced into "re-education labor

camps" because they will not renounce their faith in Christ.
In several African nations where war is being waged on
Christian communities by Islamic regimes, children are
being abducted, women are being raped, and villages are
being burned.
Western Christians often have the mindset that there is
nothing that they can do about persecution. Students at Liberty University were encouraged to pray as well as write letters to government officials on behalf of Samuel Thomas and
EMI. Prayer is not a small task. If we are to truly love our
brothers and sisters who are undergoing persecution, we
ought to demonstrate that through an active commitment to
praying for them. Websites for organizations such as Voice of
the Martyrs, International Release and Open Doors list
prayer requestsfromthe persecuted. James 2:26 says, "faith
without deeds is dead." Writing letters to government officials is a simple and productive action. Its effectiveness was
demonstrated through the ordeal with Abdul Rahman in
Afghanistan. Rahman was sentenced to death because of his
refusal to deny Christ and proclaim faith in Allah. Rahman
has been released, largely due to Western nations pressuring
the Afghan government.
There is no valid excuse for the disregard of our persecuted brothers and sisters. We need to remember the
Thomas' and their co-workers in India, along with others
around the world. Scripture admonishes us to "be devoted to
one another in brotherly love," and to "Honor one another
above yourselves," says Romans 12:10. We do this by showing or concern for one another. We are all part of the same
body, united under the headship of Christ.
Contact Hilary Dyer at hadyer@liberty.edu

-LESLIE PAKAMYTHERNG

S P O O k U P I What should wedotohelpthe persecuted church?

"We should pray for them."

-Jen Williams, Sr.
Harbor Creek, Penn.

"Send missionaries from the
States to support them."

"Do the Global Night
Commute with Invisible
Children on April 29 in downtown Lynchburg."

—Tami Palmer, Fr.
Shayandima, South Africa

—Anna Chaffins, Jr.
Lexington, Ky.

"Put pressure on those
nations who are persecuting
them."
-Brian Colas, Jr.
Vestal, N.Y.

"We should send them care
packages wrapped with
prayer."
—Joshua Prather, Jr.
Cinncinatti

"We should always keep them
in our prayers and be thankful
for our freedom."
-Ben Frank, Fr.
Glen Allen, Alaska
STEPHEN FINKJO.
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COMMENTARY
Failed jobs bill leaves French economy without hope
What happens when a
.nation of socialists receives
.a rude awakening, and is
forced to suddenly become
competitive in the workforce to keep their jobs? The
afflicted learn to protest and
riot enough until the government repeals the odious
legislation threatening the
strategic demise of an enti- erinfitch
tlement-besieged working
class. In other words, the child throws a tantrum and
; receives a lolly in reward.
Over the past few weeks, millions of French young people have met with victory after taking to the streets,
demonstrating with hostility in protest over an offensive
new bill passed by the French legislature. The "First Job
Contract," (Contrat Premier Embauche) was created by
the government to generate more incentive in the workforce in order to boost employment. The bill targeted
, French workers age 26 or younger and stated that within
,the first two years of a job, an employer had the right to
fire a youth. This policy stood in stark contrast to a system
that basically provided all workers with guaranteed
tenure, making it nearly impossible for employers to motivate employees to be competitive.
French youth made it clear the policy was faux pas to
the socialist philosophies they were instilled with and after
weeks of rioting in the streets, President Jacques Chirac
finally kowtowed to the demonstrators and repealed the
law. AP reporter Christine Ollivier quoted one French
union leader who said, "After more than two weeks of
! intense mobilization, the 12 syndicated groups of workers,
1 university and high school students have won a great victory." The victory the French have won lies only in the

exacerbation of their already lapse economy and destruction of any hope of improvement.
The result of guaranteed job security and housing was
the very mire of unemployment and economic stagnation
Premier Dominique de Villepin attempted to extract the
nation from with the creation of the bill. In a television
broadcast on April 10, De Villepin expressed regret that
the measure had not been "understood by everyone." "I
wanted to propose a strong solution," said the premier. "A
better balance between greater flexibility for companies
and greater security for workers would allow us to break
with unemployment in our country."
The current unemployment rate in France is 10 percent
among all workers, and 22 percent among youth workers.
Last winter, the world witnessed rioting from scores of
French immigrants who were living in areas of poverty
with an unemployment rate of 50 to 60 percent. Not only
did this bill promise to keep youth on their toes when it
comes to keeping their positions, but it also offered incentive to employers to prefer a youth to an older worker who
virtually cannot be fired. The result would have been the
trickling-down of worker diligence from the expendable
youth to the rest of the adult worker populace.
However, French protestors didn't see the legislation as
beneficial to their nation and its principles—in fact, quite
the opposite. "The crowds in the street contest a certain
form of capitalist economy that... French society regards as
a danger to national standards of justice and, above all, to
'equality,'" wrote William Pfaff in the International
Herald Tribune.
The virtue of man in a system where diligence isn't
rewarded and competitiveness is irrelevant is one of laziness and complacency. What better initiative to create
employee competition and pride than to enforce a bill
revoking every man's right to job security?
A London newspaper "The Independent" described the

problems of a suffering welfare state as " 'the poverty of
expectation'—where a large number of people simply take
it for granted that there is no point in harboring personal
ambition" due to the languid habits of an entitlementladen worker populace. This is the very blight that is
threatening to paralyze the French economy. With
President Chirac's repeal of the First Job Contract, nothing is offering the nation any traction on the plummeting
slope of socialism.
When Margaret Thatcher took office as prime minister
of Great Britain in the 1980s, her nation was suffering an
economic slump as well, thanks to severe inflation and
entitlements. Much like the French law, her
"Thatchernomics" policies were none too popular as she
cut down the amount of welfare the government awarded
to the public. Today, however, Lady Thatcher is praised for
her staunch reforms, and she receives much of the credit
for Great Britain's economic rejuvenation.
Even Ronald Reagan was forced to take brave reform
measures under heated criticism to lift the United States
out of a recession brought largely on by Lyndon Johnson's
socialist "War On Poverty." Unfortunately, Chirac will
never be regarded with the same resilience as these leaders
thanks to his cowardly and foolish actions to please the
angry youth.
The vanquished measure is another example of the progression of economic destruction thanks to leftist socialist
ethics. If France continues to bow to the comforts of its
entitlement state, it will never pick itself up as both Great
Britain and America have done. The worker population
has proven it would rather expend its energy to destroy the
nation's economy rather than building it back up from the
ashes. With all due respect, those virtues are not worth
taking to the streets.
Contact Erin Fitch at eefitch@liberty.edu

College students need to spend less, give more
One night as I opened up
1 my Wachovia online account I
I was shocked at the amount of
; money that I had spent during
;the day without realizing it.
What was harder to swallow
was the total amount that I
. was able to spend in a week,
with nothing to show for it. It's
easy to spend $20 a day on
two meals, a coffee at kristierutzel
Starbucks, and a movie rental.
After doing a quick recap of what my account dwindles down to
after a month, I realized that it is too easy today to spend money
on useless things. Granted, I am addicted to my caffeine and
: need a cup every three hours, and I enjoy my choices of healthy
options of food that are more expensive, but I was hit with the
fact of how wrong it is to be wasting money when others are
. praying for their next meal or how to pay their electric bill.
As middle class and upper class Americans who can afford a
$20,000 a year college, we, myself included, forget that there
j are still people in need. Not even considering the global need,
ilast year's U.S. Census Bureau estimated 37 million Americans
are living in poverty. Before Hurricane Katrina, almost a quarter of all children in Louisiana and Mississippi lived in poverty.
I Dr.Danzinger, co-director at the U.S. Poverty Center at the
University of Michigan, stated that the U.S. has taken far fewer
strides in reducing poverty than other industrialized nations.
England, for example, has been cited for successfully reducing
child poverty. "[Prime Minister] Blair did in the UK in 1999

LISTEN UP!
ITS Y O U R T U R N T O DECIDE

• Foxnews.com reported that some Christian churches
will begin celebrating 'Earth Day Sunday.' While most
churches are more concerned with issues such as abortion and gay marriage, Presbyterian and Episcopal
churches are leading a new movement to raise

what President [Lyndon] Johnson did here in 1964, that is to
say "We are going to make fighting poverty a priority,'" said Dr.
Danziger on the Christian Science Monitor website.
Our country has not been able to acknowledge and admit
that the poverty rate is increasing. Even if we were able to
remain at a steady rate of poverty, it does not say much for our
care of the poor. We are told in Deuteronomy 15 that "there
should be no poor among you, for in the land the Lord your God
is giving you to possess as your inheritance, he will richly bless
you. If there is a poor man among your brothers in any of the
towns of the land that the Lord your God is giving you, do not
be hardhearted or tightfisted toward your poor brother. Rather
be openhanded and freely lend him whatever he needs." This is
not the only Old Testament reference- Proverbs 14:31 and 19:17
also admonish us to care for the needs of the poor. The New
Testament is filled with accounts of Christ preaching and giving
to the poor while instructing His disciples to do likewise. These
examples of Biblical charity show that we, as disciples and followers of Christ, have not come close to doing our share of giving a portion of what He has blessed us with.
There are many things that our government can work on to
help end the growing poverty rate, such as enhancing opportunity access for low-income families to maintain meaningful
employment, rebuilding housing in a smart, long-term, substantial way and ensuring wise decision-making roles for low
income families through counseling and accountability.
As college students, very few of us will have the opportunity
to have a voice in Congress to pass laws that will help low
income families receive the help they need that will lead to their
responsible handling of charity. Although there will be some

Christians awareness of the environment. They spend
the day focusing on God's creation during the church
service, as well as through environmental activities.
• According to msnbc.com, increasing oil prices along
with a growing trade imbalance between the United
States and other nations could ultimately have a disastrous effect on the global economy. Members from the
International Monetary Fund committee will meet in
order to address this issue.
• Abcnews.com has reported that the president of Iraq

Moving Back Home?
BROWNSTONE
PROPERTIED INC

Call to reserve your truck or van today.
10% off one-way

• Single Family 1 foaies
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Contact Kristie Rutzel at klrutzel@liberty.edu

has finally chosen a leader to form the new government. Jawad al-Maliki, a Shiite, will begin the difficult
process of uniting the Kurd, Shiite and Sunni people of
Iraq.
• Although gas prices are predicted to reach $3 a gallon this summer, abcnews.com reported that former
chairman of Exxon, Lee Raymond will retire with a
whopping $400 million retirement package.
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among us to go on to be leaders and care-takers of the American
people, the majority of us are left ignorant and naive to the
poverty problem. It is way past time to stand up and take
responsibility for what we are called to do for those who are in
need of charity. God may not have blessed us with growing student accounts, but we can hold ourselves accountable for the
money thrown away on daily coffees and unnecessary clothing
purchases. Indulging every now and then on a venti cappuccino
or a sale at American Eagle isn't wrong, but one of our first priorities when receiving our paycheck ought to be putting some
aside for charity.
With the corruption and misuse of money that is involved in
many U.S charities, it's wise to research where your money will
be most well spent. Find an area that might interest you in giving, such as hurricane Katrina victims, child poverty, homes for
troubled teens, crime prevention, abuse protection, medical
research, etc... Useful websites are charitynavigator.com and
charitywatch.com, both of which have the goal of helping you
make wise decisions in giving to charities. Their mission is to
act as a charity watchdog in researching, evaluating, and grading U.S. charities.
Take a look at your pocket and bank account. Where is your
money spent and how can it be put to a better use? Are you
doing your part to answer the call of helping the poor? It's time
for our generation to do our part in acknowledging and admitting the growing poverty rate and doing what we can do to help
decrease the need.
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"By the time the
Reagan Revolution
marched into Washington,
I had the troops I
needed—thanks in no
small measure to the work
with American youth ISI
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1953."
-Ronald Reagan
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That's a sport?!

Men's LAX

.

A little over a year
after their horrid
crash, the lacrosse
team discusses the
wreck.
PAGE Bl

Megan Joiner discusses the exaggerated obsession
ter.
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Rocco era looks promising Flames softball
leads Big South

By David Thompson
SPORTS REPORTER

The football season is
drawing ever nearer, and in
about four months, the new
and improved Liberty
Flames will take the field,
and try to rebound from
last season, in which they
finished l-io.
Head
Coach
Danny
Rocco continues to stress
that "this is not a rebuilding season." Rocco may
have had no better way to
emphasize that than to
plan a schedule that he
calls "very competitive,"
though he does not doubt
his team's ability to keep
up with the rigors. Rocco
recently released the full
schedule for the 2006 season, which is set to begin
on August 31, and will feature four Big South
Conference games, two of
which will be played at
home.
The most unusual aspect
of the schedule is the
appearance of a Division IA team, Wake Forest, who
Liberty will be playing near
the middle of the season.
The Flames are the only Big
South Conference team to
take on a Division I-A
opponent.
Liberty kicks off the season with a two-game homestand, facing St. Paul's
University on August 31,
then following up with a
match against Glenville St.
on September 9.
The last half of the month
(September 16-30) features
a three-game road trip,
with
Liberty
facing
Towson. In the first away
game of the season.
Towson won its last contest
against Liberty 38-17. The
next game will be played
against Savannah St.,
Liberty's furthest trip of
the season, to Savannah,
Ga. The road trip finishes
up with a visit to WinstonSalem, N.C., in what is likely the toughest game
Liberty will play this season, according to Rocco.

Life
At

Liberty
Baseball
vs. BirminghamSouthern, Fri. 3 p.m.
vs. BirminghamSouthern, Sat. 2 p.m.
vs. BirminghamSouthern, Sun. 1 p.m.

Softball
vs. BirminghamSouthern, Sat 1 p.m.

Lynchburg College, junior
outfielder Jessica Moore
tripled in the bottom of the
The Lady Flames softball first to start things off. She
team went 6-1 last week, was driven in by second
splitting a doubleheader with baseman Dawn Jeffs to give
a
1-0 lead.
former Big South rival UNC- Liberty
Greensboro on Tuesday, Lynchburg College scored in
defeating cross-town oppo- the top of the second inning,
nent Lynchburg College tying things up at 1-1. The
twice on Wednesday, sweep- score looked to remain tied
ing Charleston-Southern on after a double play in the botFriday and taking one from tom left the Lady Flames
Coastal
Carolina
on with two outs and no one on
Saturday. After last week's base. Then Moore got hit by
victories, the Lady Flames a pitch and Jeffs doubled to
remain undefeated in Big plate her. Freshman outSouth play and are currently fielder Jessica Leary got on
leading the conference base and then freshman first
baseman Beth Bennett was
standings.
On Tuesday, Liberty faced able to drive in Jeffs and
the Spartans of UNC- Leary to give Liberty a 4-1
Greensboro in a doublehead- lead. Neither team would
er. In the first game, junior score again until the bottom
pitcher Terra Lowe nearly of the sixth inning when
pitched a complete perfect Jeffs drove in Moore for her
game until a two-out single third RBI of the game and
by UNCG's Jennifer Bonilla the Lady Flames took game
in the top of the seventh one 5-1.
inning. The Lady Flames
In game two, Moore starttook game one 4-0. In the ed things off for Liberty by
second game, the Lady hitting her 16th home run of
Flames jumped out to a 2-0 the season to give Liberty a 1lead in the bottom of the first o lead in the bottom of the
inning before the Spartans first. The Lady Flames would
offense gained momentum add four more in the bottom
that carried them to a 6-4 of the second as junior outwin.
fielder Beth Hensley scored
On
Wednesday, the on a sac fly from Leary. Jeffs
Lynchburg College Hornets doubled to drive in Moore
buzzed over for a double- and Lowe, and then Bennett
header that was added to the plated Jeffs. The Hornets
schedule earlier this month. scored one in the top of the
"We had some rainouts third and held Liberty scoreand games lost in tourna- less in the bottom half of the
ment play," said Liberty frame, but the Lady Flames
Head Coach Paul Wetmore still led 5-1.
on why the Hornets were
In the bottom of the
added to the schedule. "We fourth, an offensive exploare still working on things sion increased Liberty's lead
defensively before we head to 11-1. Jeffs got things startinto conference play. It is ed when she drove in Leary
what we do in the next eight on a double. Moore then
games that matters in stole home on a wild pitch.
regards to seeding for the Junior pitcher Sarah Swor
conference tournament. Plus plated Jeffs and then
this is not just a small Hensley was able to send
Division-Ill school. They home sophomore outfielder
were 27-11 coming in here. I Shannon McKain and Swor.
knew they would present a
challenge."
Please see SOFTBALL, page B3
In the first game against
By Adam Trent

SPORTS REPORTER

'

COLT FREEMAN

READY TO ROLL — The Flames football team does some spring workouts to prepare for the intrasquad game this
Saturday. The Flames hit the gridiron at 1 p.m. in Williams Stadium, officially kicking off the Rocco era.

Last year, Wake Forest
finished with a record of 47, going 3-5 in conference
play. Rocco said that there
were "other options" as far
as scheduling more I-A
teams, and he did not have
doubts about how Liberty's
squad could perform. He
said, however, that he
based all of his scheduling
decisions on one question:
"Will it help us Compete in
the Big South Conference
this year?"
A two-week break ensues

for Liberty, following their
contest against Wake, giving them plenty of time to
prepare for Homecoming.
The Homecoming game
will be played on October
14 against William and
Mary, who handed Liberty
a particularly disappointing loss last season (56-0).
This begins a two-game
homestand that will be
concluded
against
Gardner-Webb, Liberty's
first Big South conference
opponent of the season.

Gardner-Webb also beat
Liberty last season, handing the Flames a 21-16 loss.
From there,
Liberty
heads to South Carolina for
a game against Coastal
Carolina, a conference
competitor who handed
Liberty a loss with a margin of one touchdown,
beating the Flames 27-21.

Please see FOOTBALL, page B2

Flames aim for first place in BSC
By Nick Pierce
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The 110th running of the Boston
Marathon took place just over a
week ago; however, last week the
Liberty Flames baseball squad
began a marathon of its own.
Tuesday, the Flames made quick
work of Longwood University,
downing the Lancers 8-0 in a time
of two hours and 17 minutes.
Wednesday was quite the opposite
when Liberty traveled to the
University of Richmond to take on
the Spiders.
Wednesday's slugfest, which featured a combined 28 hits, 23 runs,
four balks on Flames pitchers,
three hit batsmen, two home runs
— including a grand slam — and
one ejection of a head coach
(Liberty's Matt Royer), was quite
different. After the smoke cleared,
the Flames came up on the short
side of a 12-11 score, which took
three hours and 47 minutes to
decide.
"It's definitely wearing on the
body physically," said Liberty first
baseman Aaron Grijalva about last
week. "Especially when you have a

game like Richmond and the one
(Sunday) and we're not winning
them either, which doesn't help."
Liberty Flames' Head Coach Matt
Royer was ejected in the sixth
inning of Wednesday's loss to
Richmond after first base umpire
Jim Featherston called the fourth
balk of the afternoon on Liberty
pitchers. Featherston called Billy
Daniels on the balk, which
advanced a runner to third base.
Royer came out of the dugout to
argue the call and in doing so was
ejected from the game. The
Flames, trailing 12-8 at the time,
would rally without their skipper
for three runs in the seventh inning
to cut the game to one run, but
that's as close as they would come.
Following the fiasco, the Flames
would return home for a crucial Big
South Conference Series with the
Chanticleers of Coastal Carolina.
Coming into the series, Coastal
trailed Liberty by two games in the
conference standings.
The first game of the series on
Saturday saw the Flames jump out
to an early lead as Michael Just
singled home a run in the first
inning. Coastal tied the score at

Alex Towers

HOME SWEET HOME — The Flames have strived at home this season. They are 17-3 at
Worthington Stadium at press time, running at a .850 win percentage this season.

one in the top of the third before
the Flames put a five-spot on the
board in the bottom of the inning,
giving Liberty the 6-1 advantage.
The Flames abused Chanticleers
starter Mike Valter — Valter threw
2 2/3 innings allowing six runs on
eight hits.
Coastal began to chip away slow-

ly at the Flames' lead cutting it in
half, 6-3, in the top of the seventh.
However, a torrential downpour
would come along, complete with
thunder and lightening, causing
the game to be halted for the
remainder of the day.
Please see BASEBALL, page B3
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Know when to Fold 'Em

Megan Joiner

Colt Freeman
DAWN OF A NEW ERA — The Flames, under Danny Rocco's leadership, set up a strong schedule this fall, induding several
big names like Wake Forest. They look to make several tempo-setting hits like this one pictured from last season.

Football: Schedule released
for Flames' 2006 season
Rocco had high praise for tainly enough talent to be
this Liberty squad. "I like successful," he said.
the guys on this team," he
Liberty plays a spring
Liberty's final two home said. "We have a team game to showcase their talgames will be played on that's very competitive, ent on Saturday, April 29.
November 4 and 11, the that plays smart, plays Rocco hopes to generate
first being a non-confer- tough, and plays competi- enthusiasm about football
ence game against Western tively." The one thing at the school, and give
Carolina, before finishing Rocco said he seeks to Liberty another program to
the home slate against Big prove this season is "that be proud of. He said "even
if you don't like football,
South opponent Charleston we're for real."
when
you wear that shirt
Southern, who survived the
After a disappointing
Flames last season, edging season in 2005, many peo- with the school name on it,
them out by the narrowest ple are not taking Liberty there's always that pride
of margins, 31-30.
seriously. Rocco wants to (that comes with having a
Liberty's final game will reverse that negative view good football team)."
be
against
VMI,
in by showing that his team is
Lexington, Vir. The game capable of competing, and
against VMI was one of competing well, without
Contact
David
Liberty's best defensive taking time off to rebuild, Thompson at
dbthompgames last season, as they in the meantime sacrificing son@liberty.edu
finished just a field goal all of the older players on
short of the Keydets, losing the team.
a close one 10-7.
Rocco is very optimistic
Despite the struggles about the state of his team
likely to come this season, now. "I think we have cer-

Continued from Page B1

According to Webster, a
sport is defined as "any
recreational activity, specifically a game, competition,
etc. requiring bodily exertion."
Webster defines a game
as "any form of play or
amusement ... involving
competition under rules. A
scheme or a plan."
According to this definition, it's easy to understand
why football, Softball, heck,
even cheerleading and
NASCAR could be considered sports.
Let's not get into the
whole cheerleading and
NASCAR debate. There is
not enough time in the
world. What I want to know
is, where does poker fall?
It may go without saying,
but poker is a great game. I

don't care if it's five-card
draw or five-card stud.
Hold 'Em has taken the
United States by storm over
the past two or three years.
But what is Entertainment
and Sports Programming
Network's obsession?
C'mon, ya'll. Let's think
about this. Poker is not a
sport. While trying to outwit
your opponent and playing
the odds are mentally rigoring, where is the sport?
Where is the physical
exertion? If ESPN is for
sports, why can't I turn on
the TV without seeing the
World Series of Poker for
the tooth time?
Admittedly, I have paused
there a time or two hoping
to pick up some tricks from
the pros, but within three
minutes I'm off to another
program.
ESPN, however, takes
poker to a completely different level. Anyone logging
onto ESPN.com can view
the ESPN Power Rankings
of the top five poker players
in the country.
So how exactly do you
rank a poker player? "He's
playing .500 ball, um, card
this season..." For the card
committed, there is even the
ESPN poker club that anyone can join. According to
ESPN.com, "The Poker

Edge" with Phil Gordon on
ESPN radio promises to
take listeners "inside the
lifestyles and personalities
of professional poker...."
He, along with Andrew
Feldman, will take you on a
weekly trip through the latest poker news, interviews
with the top names in
poker, and weekly 'Expert
Insight' on all facets of No
Limit Hold-'Em."
It's like Cribs meets
Inside Edition, card style. I
really want to know, what
the ratings are for shows
like this? Do that many people in America really care
about the secret inside lives
of Phil Ivey or John
Juanda?
I don't mean to downplay
the accomplishments of the
finest poker players in the
world. It is a game that
takes a lot of skill and mental agility, and to be considered one of the world's
finest is more than just luck.
However, Monopoly and
Go Fish also require a certain amount of skill, but I
don't expect to turn on the
TV and find the world's
finest in my living room
playing their hearts out.
Contact Megan Joiner at
mkjoiner@liberty.edu
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The Liberty lacrosse accident: One year later
I

By Matthew Hegarty
SPORTS REPORTER

Lombardozzi
himself
attested that he is, in some
ways, still healing from his
injury. He also described
some of the emotion present
at the crash site.
"People were praying for
each other...It was pretty cool
to see how it all happened,"
Lombardozzi said.
Lombardozzi also gave an
update on Chad Gurney, the
goalie for the team at the
time, who suffered the gravest
injuries, including a severed
leg.
He last talked to Gurney's
mother about a month ago.
She said that Gurney, who
had to undergo several surgeries, had a successful bone
transplant from his hip to his
leg and was walking, and even
regained some feeling in the
fingers of his injured hand.
He is taking classes locally
back in his home state of
Maine and has no immediate
plans to return to Liberty.
Another player who was
severely
injured,
Ryan
"Kansas" Learning, is also
doing very well, according to
reports from team members.
Learning became a Resident
Assistant for the 2005-2006
school year, but he had to
defer a semester to undergo
therapy for his hip.
Ryan Patrie, who is a current co-captain of the team,
was also in the second van.
He too recalled God's divine
intervention in the accident.
"With the exception of
[Gurney and Learning], the
rest of the guys were able to
come back and play, which is
nothing short of a miracle,"
Patrie said.
He admitted that the acci-

On March 14, 2005, the
Liberty University men's
lacrosse team was making
good time on U.S. Highway
45 near Prichard, Ala., on
their way to Biloxi, Miss., for
a scheduled game.
Then, about 1:00 p.m.
Central Time, tragedy struck
when then-coach
John
Westfall had to make a sudden stop in his team van - but
the second team van behind
him did not stop. Westfall's
vehicle was thrust into the
intersection and collided with
a tractor-trailer, throwing
several students from the van.
This week, as they remembered the accident 13 months
later, several team members
attested to the providence of
God throughout the entire
ordeal. Jake Redman, one of
the players in the second van
who helped lift the first van
off the trapped players,
recalled the supernatural
nature of the accident and its
influence on the players.
"The fact that (the team
members who were severely
injured) stayed alive during
the incident has had a very
positive impact on their spiritual life," Redman said.
Photo Provided
Redman gave a very positive
evaluation of Jason
TIME FOR REMEMBRANCE — Last March, the Liberty University Lacrosse team was involved in a horrific accident injurLombardozzi,
who had sufing several players, in turn cancelling the remainder of the season. Several players are still recovering.
fered a compound fracture in
his lower leg-about five inches above his ankle-as a result
of the accident. Redman said
that
not
only
did
Lombardozzi come back this
season, but he was a utility
broke through for the first run day for the Flames, going 3 for player for the team, excelling
Continued from Page B1
on both attack and defense.
of the game in the second 5 from the plate.
inning when P.K. Keller sinIn the bottom of the ninth
Sunday, the previous day's gled home Phil Laurent mak- inning, the Flames had the
bases loaded with Aaron
suspended game would ing it 1-0.
Coastal fired back in the top Grijalva at the plate and two
resume in the top of the seventh inning with a runner on of the fourth with a three-run- outs. Grijalva hit a sharp
third and two men out for homer off the bat of David ground ball through the midCoastal. Flames pitcher Tim Sappelt making it 3-1 dle which would have burned
John would come on in relief Chanticleers. Sappelt finished most infielders in the country;
of the games' original starter the game going 4 for 5 from however, Coastal shortstop
Michael
Solbach.
John the plate with two runs scored Aaron Verrett made a diving
stab to throw Grijalva out at
allowed one unearned run in 2 and five RBIs.
1/3 innings as he and the
"We missed some pitches first and save the game.
Flames held on to take game on him," said Royer. "He's a
"I was looking to put the ball
one of the series by a final of good hitter and that's what in play," said Grijalva.
6-4.
good hitters do. They make "(Verrett) made a great diving Continued from Page B1
play and he really came up
John earned his third save you pay for your mistakes."
Thompson allowed the clutch in the situation. My
of the season, while Solbach
Hensley was able to score after a
took the win upping his record home run as well as another hat's off to him."
Lynchburg
College outfielder dropped a
run in the fifth, before he
to 7-2.
Coastal plated two runs in
pop
fly
from
Lowe. The Hornets were held
About a half hour following would finally give way in the the tenth inning to go on and
scoreless
in
the top of the fifth to give
the conclusion of the first ball- seventh to Ryan Page with the win the game by a final score
Liberty
an
11-1
victory by mercy rule.
of 8-6 in 10 innings. The time
game, the already fatigued game tied at four. >
"We
had
gone
through a lot of their
Flames team would take the
Heading into the bottom of of Sunday's second game
pitchers.
After
you
win the first game and
field again for the second the eighth, Coastal Carolina totaled three hours and 44
score
right
away
it
gives you confidence,"
game of the series and the managed to take a 6-5 lead. minutes. The loss dropped the
said
Wetmore.
originally scheduled game of With one out and the bases Flames to 30-11 overall and 9"I was seeing the ball well but still need
* the day.
empty, Flames shortstop Pat 5 in the Big South.
to
work on defense," said Jeffs. "I think we
The final score of Monday's
After the first inning failed Gaillard launched a solo home
stayed
focus in between games and everyto produce a run for either run to the deepest part of series firiale between the two
one
contributed.
We kept hitting the ball."
Worthington
Stadium.
sides was unavailable at press
side, it seemed as though
Wetmore's
plan
to give the Lady Flames
Liberty's Phillip Thompson Gaillard dropped the 400-foot time.
one
more
chance
to
work on things before
and Coastal's Austin Fleet bomb behind the center field
Liberty will be in action
could engage in a pitcher's wall knotting the game at six. today at 3 p.m. for an after- conference paid off. On Friday, Liberty
the
Charleston-Southern
duel. However, the Flames
Gaillard had a productive noon road contest with swept
George Mason. Earlier in the Buccaneers in a doubleheader. In the first
season the Flames destroyed game, the Lady Flames wasted no time in
the Patriots at Worthington scoring as Moore was sent home after
sophomore catcher Ashley Williams sinStadium 11-2.
gled
to centerfield. In the second inning,
Contact Nick Pierce at
Moore
reached home again, this time on
npierce@liberty.edu

Baseball: Strong week propels
baseball within one game of first

dent drew the team members
together and forced them to
rely on each other and that
the unity was evident
throughout the rest of the
season.Dr. Tom Metallo, professor at the Helms School of
Government and this season's
coach, also touched on that
unity.
"I think the one thing that
unified them the most was the
injury to [Gurney]," Metallo
said.
However, this season was
different.
"A lot of people who were
involved with the accident on
the team either left the team
or moved on," Lombardozzi
said.
He attributed this dispersion to different team members that graduated or transferred to different schools or
were still recuperating from
their injuries. That being the
case, the team had over half
its spots replaced by new
recruits
this
season.
Lombardozzi acknowledged
that this year's team tried to
distance itself from the accident to some extent.
Patrie mentioned that the
biggest thing to come out of
the accident was that God was
glorified, citing the team's
chance to witness to Mobile,
Ala., television crews following the accident.
"If it's going to take an accident like that for God to be
glorified, then let it be," Patrie
said.
Contact Matthew Hegarty
at mjhegarty@liberty.edu.

Softball: Flames'
bats take 6 of 7

Champion
Classifieds

Easter Seals
DISABILITY SERVICES

an RBI single by Jeffs to give Liberty a 20 lead over Charleston-Southern. The rest
of the game proved to be a pitcher's duel,
with Swor prevailing after striking out
nine batters and allowing just three hits in
a complete game.
In the second game, Liberty took a 2-0
lead in the top of the second and never
looked back, winning 3-1.
On Saturday, the Lady Flames managed
to get in only one game of a scheduled
doubleheader against the Coastal Carolina
Chanticleers. Both Liberty and Coastal
had been undefeated in conference play,
but it was the Lady Flames who burned
the Chanticleers 2-1 in eight innings to
remain undefeated. Radford, the other
undefeated conference team, fell to
Charleston-Southern to give Liberty the
lead in Big South standings.
The Lady Flames will square of against
the Radford Highlanders at Radford on
Wednesday at 2 p.m.
Contact Adam Trent at jatrent@liberty.edu.
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Part-time Salespeople
Needed!
Storefront sales positions
Flexible
Schedule,
Commission
sales.
Excellent earning potential. Earnings paid weekly,
salts experience preferred
but not essential, training
and equipment provided.
Call the News & Advance
385-5432 or apply at 101
Wyndale Dr. Lynchburg
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Creating sofutions,
changing lives.

SUMMER CAMP
JOBS
Looking for the best summer of your
life? Easter Seals Virginia can help you
find it. We are committed to helping
people with disabilities gain greater
independence. Join our dedicated team
this summer at Camp Easter Seals
Virginia in Craig County. We have job
openings for camp counselors and
program leaders (aquatics, horseback
riding, music, nature, sports and more).
Room, board and salary provided. For
information, contact Lauren Lightfoot at
llightfoot@va.easterseals.com or at
(804) 287-1007, ext. 110. Visit our
website to learn how you can make a
difference.

Large 1 bdrm apt, available
une, HS Internet; gas logs,
arge patio, perfect 101
couple; $380; 258-6745.
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Thursday, April 27, 200c?. at J-7)0 p.m. in the Recital
Hall (rine A r t s room 101). please plan t o arrive
early, as seating is limited. The concert length is
approximately one hour. Admission is free.

Looking for a storage solu
tion? See our ad on page A3.

Interested in placing an
ad or classified in the
Champion? Please call
434-582-2128 for more
information.
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What a sizzling spring
The Liberty Flames baseball team
is having one of its most productive seasons in its 3 2-year history,
posting a 30-11 record through its
first 41 games.
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PHOTOS BY ALEX TOWERS

Brand New Apartments Close to Campus Opening this August
•Deluxe Amenities
•Pet-Friendly
•12 & 6 Month Leases

• Business Center
• Gym & Pool
•Convenient to Campus

• Walk to shops/restaurants
• Nature Trails
»2 & 3 Bedroom Homes

W Y N D H U R S T VILLAS
COUktUNI

I Y

L i v i NQ

Move-/n specials when you present a Liberty ID!
Another Quality Community By

www.WyndhurstVillas.com • 434-832-1151 • 301 Northwynd Circle, Lynchburg VA

Wholly Holy
Three time.' a day you feed your physical hunger.
Holy Communion can oatuify your spiritual hunger.
If you re slaiviny for realsouljood come to church this Sunday.
We promise you won'/ go away hungry.

New Covenant Reformed Episcopal Church
Meeting at New Covenant Schools
122 Fleetwood Drive
Worship at 11:00am
528-2533
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Quote of the week:" Being a Christian is more than
just an instantaneous conversion; it is like a daily
process whereby you grow to be more and more like
Christ."

Did you know? It is impossible to tickle yourself. The cerebellum, a part of the brain, warns the rest of the brain that you are
about to tickle yourself. Since your brain knows this, it ignores
the resulting sensation.
— www.amusingfacts.com

— Dr. Billy Graham

WANTH:
SUMMER JOBS THAT PAY
By Kristi Kirkland
LIFE! REPORTER

venty-seven
days
remain until graduation. Four weeks
from now this campus will be
deserted, the dorms will be
vacant and the city of
Lyjtichburg will lose a significant portion of its population.
Summer is almost here and
the time to find a summer job

is dwindling.
need to make? What land of find jobs and prepare for the
Summer-job searching can schedule will you have? Beth interviewing and resumebe stressful, especially for col- Stoner said in an article for writing processes. Trisha
lege students who have busy Relevant Magazine, "Make Tolar of the Career Center recschedules and are perhaps sure to start the search with ommends that students start
already working a job. But key priorities in mind. These the job search in areas that
with a little determination and necessary components may be pertain to their major. This
effort, finding a summer job financial, location-specific or way, they can "start building
doesn't have to stressful.
field-related."
skills to cater to it," says Tolar.
Randall S. Hansen of
Alison Doyle of about.com Doyle also recommends askQuintessential Careers says recommends that students ing friends, family, teachers,
that the first step is assessing use their school to aid in the or coaches for contacts they
your needs—what is available job search. Liberty has a may have in your related field.
in the area you will be living Career Center that provides
Once you know what you
in? How much money do you students with resources to are looking for, Doyle recommends calling employers in
the field you are interested in.
Let them know of your interest in finding a job. "Be prepared to give a 15 second
promo regarding your skills,
strengths, and motivation for
working with them," says
Doyle. She adds that this is
often the way to get hired for a
summer job. Doyle also recommends making follow-up
phone calls for those you have
contacted via letter or email. It
is always a good idea to speak
over the phone or in person if
possible.
Stoner suggest using the
internet as there are numerous sites dedicated to helping
students find summer jobs
and internships. Doyle suggests searching the local
newspaper as well; there may
be some jobs lurking in the
help-wanted ads.
ADAM BISHOP
Finding a job in the career-

field you want to enter is a
good idea says Stoner. It gives
practical experience that will
further prepare you for the
future. However, this may not
work out and you may not get
your dream job, says Doyle.
But, she says, be not discouraged. "In most cases, you will
find a job and, at the very
least, you'll have a paycheck
and work experience which
can only help in the future,"
she says.
It is important to be persistent throughout
this
process. No matter what the
outcome, persistence shows
dedication—most employers
will notice if you are taking the
initiative and they will be
impressed by your determination.
It is also important to be
willing to do whatever is asked
of you. Whether you are flipping burgers at a fast food
joint or working an internship
with the New York Times, be
dependable. Work hard and
do your job with excellence—
these are the keys to your success at a summer job and any
job you may have in the
future. Don't delay. The summer is almost here. Start your
search today.
Contact Kristi Kirkland at
kmkirkland@liberty.edu.

UOB HUNT—'Now Hiring' signs are popping up for summer help.

Dreams
theater major (tfeatderftCCendares to dream 9ig
started looking for a college, she
knew from the beginning that she
wanted
to
attend
Liberty
University. Both of her siblings
Next year will mark the first had been students at Liberty and
year in Liberty University history her dad was on the board of
that a group of students will grad- trustees for the Moral Majority.
uate with a Bachelor of Arts in the- She thought she might like to
ater. One of the first to graduates study music or theater and eventuiwill be Liberty Junior Heather ally transfer to a university where
Allen. Allen will receive a degree in she could major in dance—her first
theater arts with a concentration and primary passion.
in musical theater in December
In January of 2004 at 22 years
2007.
of age, Allen enrolled at Liberty as
Unlike most Liberty students, a freshman. She did choir and
Allen did not come to Liberty as a auditioned for the musical that
fresh-faced 18 year old straight out semester, "The Count of Monte
pf high school. Allen graduated Cristo." Though she was very nervfrom high school in her home state ous throughout the audition
of Ohio in 1999 with no intentions process she was thrilled to find out
of going to college. She had been that she had been cast. Even
dancing as long as she had been though it was a very enjoyable
walking and knew that she wanted experience, Allen was still not
to make a profession out of the art. committed to the idea of graduatShe had no more need for text- ing from Liberty. It was only after
books and homework assignments. being talked in to auditioning
So Allen began teaching and tak- again the next fall by stage managing dance classes at her local stu- er Matt Bell that Heather even
dio while working at a dancewear auditioned for more shows. Even
store. Allen recalls, "I was never though she was busy working, she
ever bored. I was doing what I performed in "Beauty and the
loved all day every day. I absolute- Beast" in fall of 2004. Through
that the show, and the immense
ly loved it."
But by the fall of 2003, Allen pleasure she got out of classes like
began feeling restless in her jobs "Musical Theater Performance,"
she knew if she ever wanted to own that her love for theater really
her own studio or do something began to grow again. Even so, she
Other than teach classes at a local still stayed committed to her plan
studio, she would need more edu- to transfer after the spring semescation. As much as she loved filling ter though.
her time with dance she knew it
It was not until Allen was a
was time for a change. When she member of the cast in the
By Hilary Sutton
LIFE! REPORTER
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immensely popular musical "Aida"
that her thoughts began to change.
!
'I realized that a theater major
could get me just as close to what I
wanted to do as a dance major. I
know I want to teach and own my
own studio. Plus, I was really
growing to love Liberty and being
a part of the theater here," Allen
said. Upon hearing that, Allen was
choosing to stay at Liberty and
major in theater, Linda Nell
Cooper, the director of the theater
department, was thrilled. Last fall

CLASS ACT — Allen poses in full 'Aida' costume

Allen was cast in the lead role,
Timoune, in the fall musical,
"Once On This Island." This past
semester you may have seen her in
"Into the Woods" as Cinderella's
evil stepmother. Make sure you
check out all the shows next year.
You won't want to miss seeing
Allen's beautiful dancing in her
final full season at Liberty.
Contact Hilary Sutton at hlsutton@liberty.edu.

MarLiesa Johnson
If there are two things I
know for sure, it's that I have
learned a lot of valuable things
at Liberty and that I will miss
it very much.
These things that I have
learned, I think I should share
with those who might not
have learned them, yet. You
know, since I am graduating
and all, it means that I have all
of this wisdom and knowledge
that I did not have when I
came as a timid freshman
thought that four years would
be a lifetime.
My first tip is to watch
where you are walking while
on campus. In the parking lot,
there are very anxious students to get off campus and
they do not mind running
over a student or two to get
off. For those who might be
the speed happy drivers, it
may not always be a speed
bump that you are running
over. It could have been a
Freshman. Be careful.
Second, watch out for those
long stairs across from
Sodexho. Do you know which
ones I mean? When you are
here over winter, they are very
icy to walk down. I went from
the very top to the very bottom one semester (spring
semester of '04) in a matter of
seconds. When Ifinallyhit the
bottom, after I got the feeling
back to every part of my body
and counted fingers and toes,
I kind of wanted to do it again.
It was like, extreme sledding
... only without the sled. So,
watch out for those. They ice
up quickly in the cold weather.
But if you want a natural high,
that is it. Until you hit the bottom, then it just hurts.
Third, if you are a single
girl looking for a great guy,
check out the ILRC computer
lab. That's where I got mine.
They make computer nerd
look really good. If you are a
guy looking for a good girl, be
a good guy and you will have
no problems attracting them.
Also, hold the doors for ladies.
We just like that.
Fourth, if you sit down and
feel a breeze on your lower
back area, you are probably
not in the Liberty Way and
probably showing more than
you realize or want to. Trust
me. It is more than the rest of
us want you to show.
Fifth, don't break rules.
Have you ever wondered what
happens to students who have
gotten a bunch of reps and
then seem to disappear? Ever
wonder what they use the
thirdfloorfor? Just a thought.
Sixth, don't complain about
Liberty. You are here for a reason. Get over the rules. There
are rules everywhere. That is
life. There is even a Facebook
group dedicated to not complaining about Liberty. If you
have problems with Liberty,
talk to other students of other
universities and you will find
many of the problems are the
same, not because there is a
problem at the school, but
because people are imperfect.
And last, I learned now
more than ever that "Jesus is
.... AWESOME." I will never
forget Evangelism with Dr.
Lovett.
Take care of Liberty and
keep the traditions and the
testimony strong.
Contact MarLiesa Johnson
at mdjohnson3@liberty.edu.
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bed bugs go pwchtog oDe f>y or>e. T*cor$h!

By MarLiesa Johnson
LIFE! EDITOR

on't let the bed bugs bite,"
I was the cute phrase that
mom used to say before she
tucked you into bed. Little did she know
that bed bugs are neither cute nor imaginary.
The thought of bed bugs disgusts people. In fact, while you are reading this
article, you might even be scratching your
arm or ear, or wherever as you suddenly
feel that tickling sensation when a bug
walks on you. Bug experts say that part of
the problem with bed bugs is that many
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According to betterhealth.com...
characteristics of bed bugs include:
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people do not know that they exist or how little pests, Their bites can cause large air into the cracks and crevices of the bed.
whelts or small itchy bumps, but accord- This will drive out the bugs and kill some
to tell if they have them.
of them," said Bill Robinson who is an
Bed bugs do exist, and they are a big ing to scientists, they are not poisonous.
Unfortunately, most people do not employee of Orkin.
problem in the world today. In fact, interDr. Susan C. Jones, Assistant professor
national travel is believed to be one of the know about bed bugs or what they are.
~
~
— of Entomology at Ohio State
reasons for the rising number of
" T h e y C a n b e f o u n d e v e r y w h e r e yOU
University, said that bed bug infesbed bug infestations. Other little
tations can be identified by tiny
creatures hitch hike from around
could think of. I can't think of one blood stains on bedclothes, a rusty
the world in suitcases unbeknownst to the carrier and make
place where I have not seen a bed looking color of red, or if a sweet,
musty odor can be detected.
themselves at home as a most
bug infestation."
Sometimes the bugs will shed their
unwelcomed suvenir,
Jeff Eisenber
skin in the bedclothes as well as lay
THE NATURE CONSERVATORY
According to NYnews.com,
eggs.
bed bug infestations have tripled
"Sanitation measures include
within the past year. New York
frequently
vacuuming the mattress and
"I have never even heard of them. I just
City councilmember Gail Brewer recently
don't
know
what
they
are,"
said
college
premises,
cleaning
the bedding in hot
had a law passed that bans the sales of
student, Larry Grama. College students water ... after vacuuming, immediately put
reconditioned mattresses.
"Bed bugs were once a common place are some of the many who are infected the vacuum bag into a plastic bag, sealed
health pest and worldwide there are with bed bugs.
tightly, and put it in an outside trashcan,"
Getting rid of bed bugs is not as difficult Jones recommends.
reports of increasing numbers of infestations. Bed bugs are one of the greatest as it seems. Though some people would
If signs of bedbugs persist, it is time to
travelers of the world and readily trans- suggest putting poison on the bed, Larry get a professional. Visiting pest control
ported via luggage, clothing, bedding and Cross, bug guru, disagrees.
websites such as Orkin or Terminix can
furniture. As such, they have a worldwide
"You should never try putting pesticides help with confirming that bed bugs are
distribution,"
said on your sheets or mattress. It is best to present. Pictures and characteristics of
contact a professional to get rid of bed the bugs are available and make it much
pestcontrolcanada.com.
"They can be found everywhere you bugs," said Cross, who has an online web- easier when talking to a professional
could think of. I can't think of one place site devoted to pests. He also said that bed about what is going to be needed.
If you are itching, splotchy, or have
where I have not seen a bed bug infesta- bugs are very real and will not just disapunusual stains or odor to your bed, you
tion," wrote Jeff Eisenberg in The Nature pear with time.
Conservancy. "Bed bugs do not live on
"Control begins with taking the bed may not be alone at night. Investigate and
germs, they do not eat the food that is left completely apart. Start with the frame, make sure that you are not attacked by
in the kitchen. Bed bugs live on you."
and disconnect as many parts as possible bed bugs, because they do bite. Now,
Bed bugs are pests who enjoy midnight so you can clean all the cracks and "sleep tight."
snacking on human blood or any warm crevices and spray with an aerosol insectiblood. While humans think that they are cide. Any of the common aerosols will be
Contact MarLiesa Johnson at mdjohnthe only ones who are in their bed, they fine. If you don't want to use an aerosol, s0n3@liberty.edu.
could be sharing it with these tiny, nasty use a hair dryer, set on high, to blow hot
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